Smart indoor
air care

Fresh-r saves a
lot of energy
at home.
Just like me.

Makes apartments comfortable
and the air healthy.
Provides insight into the air quality
via a web app.
Refreshes the air automatically,
decentral, so without supply ducts.
Saves hundreds of Euros heating
costs per year and is very suitable for
Passive House construction.
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Energy efficient ventilation is important
A comfortable and healthy home
is what you want
The healthier your air is at home, the better you feel, the better you sleep and
the better rested you will wake up. Healthy air depends on the amount of
oxygen in the air, the right humidity and minimum air pollution. With a Fresh-r
ventilation solution in your home, you can check this any time.
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Fresh-r is like a
breathing window
Fresh-r continuously measures the state
of air quality in your home
When needed, Fresh-r automatically
refreshes the air so that it is always pleasant
and healthy indoors. So you can take a
deep breath.
With a particle sensor Fresh-r measures
whether the air is clean. Air pollution such
as fuel emissions, mold, pollen and microorganisms are filtered out of the air. In this
way you always breathe clean, healthy air.
Thanks to the humidity meter Fresh-r also
ensures that the air in the house is neither
too humid nor too dry. Too humid air is
stale and causes mold. Dry air causes dry
throat, dry skin and dry eyes and increases
the risk of colds and flu.
The built-in CO2 sensor monitors the
oxygen content and ensures that the air
inside is just as rich in oxygen as it is
outdoors. With Fresh-r you feel just as good
as good as you do outdoors.
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Using a web app, you can see what the
values of oxygen, particulate matter and
moisture are in the house on your phone,
tablet and PC.

Good for the planet and good your wallet
Ventilation with Fresh-r is good for the
environment as no energy is wasted. Fresh-r
works on demand, so only if necessary. On top
of that, the incoming air is preheated with the
exhaust air. This way, 80-90% less warmth is
wasted. With good airtightness and insulation,
you save hundreds of Euros in heating costs
per year with a Fresh-r. Fresh-r works
decentralized, eliminating the need for air
supply ducts.
Easy installation and maintenance, integrated
technology and long life ensure that Fresh-r's
operating costs are lower than other
ventilation solutions. Also, the heat
requirement is much lower, so a smaller heat
pump or less infrared heating is required for
the step to Passive House and energy neutral
living.
Free ventilation plan?
Do you want to live comfortably and healthy?
We are happy to create a ventilation plan for
you. Send us the floor plan of your home by
email to sales@fresh-r.eu and you will receive a
non-binding ventilation plan from us within a
few days.

